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Lobos Stomp K-State 28-8,
Reveal Surprising Offense

r·_

MEET THE LOBOS

Casas is One Key
In Lobo Offense
· Joe Casas, back last weekend
in the starting lineup after an
early injury, once more showed
why his all-around. rushing, pass
receiving, and superior speed
have made him a .Lobo asset.
Another of the many Texans
on the Lobo roster, Joe hails from
Dumas where he was named allstate and led his club to the Class
AAA quarterfinals.
Abe Martin, head coach at
TCU, followed up that fine year
by offering Joe a full scholarship to the Southwest Conference school, but Cass decided instead on New Mexico.
Not the First
Joe is not the first in his fam-

Art Museum to Hold
~1\odern Print Show
"Contemporary Prinb! :from
Great Britain" describes the show
opening Oct. 2 at the UNM Art
Museum. The collection, containing 98 prints, is the 16th in a
series of graphic surveys from
other countries.
The current exhibit includes
new proofs by several noted printmakers represented in the first
exhibition from the United Kingdom as well as many of the talented younger graphic artists of
Great Britain.
The print show will be exhibited concurrently with the Georgia
O'Keetl'e collection of some 40.
works on view in the upper gallery through Oct. 13. These shows
can be visited daily exeept Saturday.

vo·s Plan Booth

ily to excel in football. Befo1·e
him, brother Ray (5-11, 175 lbs.)
averaged over five yards per
carry in 1961 for the Panhandle
school as Dumas won the state
championship.
Joe was great not only as a
l'unner in high school but also as
a linebacker whet·e, despite his
smallish (5-8, 160 lbs,) frame,
he was noted for his fierce and
gutsy play,
Key Man in KSU Rout
Against Kansas State, Casas
was used sparingly as he :Pl'Ovided some of the key blocks
which sprung tailback Carl Bradford loose for long yardage, And
his ability to carry a linebacker
outside on the man-in-motion
helped clear out the inside zone
for fullback Carl Jackson.
Though still hampered by that
fall practice leg injury, Casas
was also able to haul in several
short ya1·dage passes in key situtions.
AU of which explains his determination and drive on the field
where he gained 90 yards rush·
ing and caught 3 passes for 57
yards last year as a sophomore
in svlitting time with wingback
Albert O'Neal. And with another
season to go after 1966, look for
this lad to make a big contribution before he finally hangs up
jersey number 2~.

By JEFF DENNARD
The strong UNM defense continued along its way and got a
good deal of help from a very diversified offensive attack Saturday as the Lobos won their second
game of the season with a 28-8
victol'Y ovet· the Wildcats of Kansas State University.
The Lobo offense made their
strongest showing in over a season as they ground out a total of
422 yards. The offensive tactics
were well divided between the
running and passing games as the
W olfpnck gained 273 yards rushing and 149 passing.
The magnifil:ent defense shut
out the 'Wildcats for a little over
three quarters and took the ball
away from K-State seven times,
three coming on pass interceptions and the other four of fumbles.
The Lobos l'eceived the opening kickoff and immediately began testing its running attack
which had stalled the p1·evious
week against Utah State. The
Wildcat's line was not the tough
nut to crack that the Lobos had
run into the week before and Fullback Carl Jackson carried the ball
for good yardage. With Beitler
throwing two passes which accounted for 25 yards the Wolfpack moved to the State 5 yard
line be:fo1•e Jackson fumbled and
the Wildcats recovered at their
own 9.
It looked like a re-run of an old
and well-remembe1·ed movie. On
Kansas State's first play from
scrimmage big Paul Smith separated the ball carrier from the
baH and end Dave Harris recovered for New Mexico.
From the State 5, where the
Lobos got the ball, Jackson toted
the ball three straight times and
on the third try he dove over a
pile of players into the end zone
for UNM's first score, Seiders
kicked the extra point and with
6:37 to go in the first quarter the
Lohos held a 7-0 lead.
It must not be true about
lightning striking twice in the
same plaee. Following the kickoff
the Wildcats lost the ball on the
first play again as Smith belted
the ball carrier and recovered the
loose pigskin himself on the State
23. The Lobos couldn't move the
ball and Seiders missed a field
goal try from the 23.
Dave Harris recovered the third
Wildcat fumble of the quarter

and the Lobos moved f~·om the KState 47 to the one foot line where
the Staters stiffened and held.
Two plays netted one yard and
Kansas State elected to punt from
K"'ISa$
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their end zone. New Mexico's AllAmerican candidate, P11ul Smith
was present in the State backfield
when the kicker got the ball and
he blocked the punt giving UNM
a safety and two points,
On the ensuing free kick the
Lobos fumbled the ball back to
the Wildcats at the 50. The State
dream lasted for all of two plays
as on third down they fumbled
again. This time defensive halfback .Joe Presente recovered for
the Lobos at the UNM 34.
Beitler th1•ew to Joe Casas for
26 yards to start the drive. This
was followed by a couple of good
runs by Jackson and another
Beitler pass, this time a 15 yardel'
to tight end Emilio Vallez. The
final seven yards of the drive was
covered by Carl Bradford. The
extra point was good and the
score was 15-0 with 7:25 remain·
ing in the half.
The Cats couldn't move the ball
following the kickoff and punted
to the UNM 30. The next seventy
yards were eaten up in five plays
as the Lobo defensive machine
rolled with ease. The last 34 yards
was covered on a left sweep by
Bradford. Bradford made his cutback between the end and the defensive halfback and was given
a block at the 20 by Beitler which
enabled him to go all the way.
At the half' the Lobos led 22-0
and the offense had gained just
over 300 yards in total offense. In
the same time period the defense
held the Wildcats to a. total of 83
yards and four first downs. ·
The defense again played the
role of the hero in the third quarter. After the second half kickoff
K~State came out passing and
Lobo linebacker Duane Batte
came out catching. He intercepted
Castillo's pass at the Cats' 41 and
returned it to the 27. Four plays
later Braford scored his third
K~>n"'"

St.
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one booking would be guaranteed,
Dennison explained.
lndependently Produced
Dennison said that the program
wquld be handled by an independent producer rather than through
a booking agency, The producer
would book the entertainer and
provide all the arrangements for
backing him and presenting him.
There is also a reduced cost because rather than the 10 percent
fiat fee usually charged the producer would get five per cent
plus 90 per cent of the profit.
The producer would provide all
the advertising package, all of
the support facilities such as special equipment, and would also
provide. supplemental entertain-

"The setup would only cost 30
said. Through an arrangement
ment.
dollars
plus the qost of the call
Dennison also said that the con- with the telephone company a netand
probablythe thing could be
work
could
be
set
up
between
the
spring conference in New Mexico,
hooked
up
to
the public address
member
schools
and
then
long
hopefully at the Lawrence Uanch.
distance calls could be placed system .in the Union," Dennison
Journal is Planned
said,
Pl11,ns are being made for to national figures,
UNM to publish the WCA Aca.
demic Journal which would contain original student research
papers on academic problems, art
and literature from WCA studc:mts, essays on academic affairs
in the conference and reports en
the student life in each of the
member schools.
Hopefully this journal could
be published next spring.
·~]>.'''
"There is also a lot of promise
~~.~:~A
resolution
to
remove
students
from
the
election
commitin the new tele-lecture program
for homecoming queen was unanimously approved by
that they a. ·~~-!lnison

Rule Is Changed
For Queen Race

tee

the Rally Committee (Rallycom) in their meeting held last
night.
Student Senator Pat Davidson appeared before Rallycom
to ask why students were being allowed to participate in
selecting the candidates for queen.
"I just don't feel that students should be subjected to that
kind of pressure," she said. "There is going to be some talk
about bias on the committee
no matter who you choose,"
she continued.
Miss Davidson told the
LOBO that this is not just
her opinion but the opinion
of many of the people she
Die]( Baker, Associated Stu- has talked to. Last night's

NEW MEXICOl~B~
OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREt(~~
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Vol. 70

Dennison Accepts
AG'sResignation

all

school record of eleven completed

passes in a single game,
If you pick up a starving dog
and make him prosporous, he will
not bite you. This is the principal
difference between a. dog and a
man.-Mark Twain
"It's not against the law to
climb trees, in Albuquerque."Anonymous, heard in Okie's, reported by William Harria.
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Two Draft Resolutions Set
For Review by Professors
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CLASSIFIED Jl.DVERTISING RATES:
4 line 11d., . 65e--4 times, $2.00. lnsettion!l
mUilt be !lohmitted by nO()n. on day before
-publication .to Ilootn 1S!I, Student Publici!·
tiona Building. PhOne :>.17-400:>. or 277·4102.
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similar action, including the AnBy JIM JANSSON
tioch College where students and
Two resolutions against Uni- faculty together blocked school
versity co-operation with the co-operation with the Selective
Selective Service System and a Service.
resolution suggesting a role for
Active Uole Sought
the faculty in the selection of a
On the resolution seeking facreplacement for . retiring UNM ulty participation in the selection
President Tom Popejoy will be of a successor to President Pope~
introduced at tomorrow's meeting of the American Association
of University Professors, AAUP
chapter presidsnt Carl Selinger
repo1•ted to the LOBO last night.
The meeting will be held in
room 231 c-d of the New Mexico
Ever had a yen to set down
Union at 4 p.m.
a typewriter and write someRefused Identities
thing that would be read the
Selinger indicated to the tOBO
next day by thousands of peothat the t·esolutions were being
ple 1 If you do, the tOBO has
prepared by a "collective effort"
a place for you.
among A.A.U.P. members but
The LOBO is looking for
refused to identify any specific
staff volunteers to supplement
individuals.
its r•~gular staff. If you'fe
According to Selinger, one of
interested in journalism or
the Selective Service resollltions
have always wanted to be a
will be in favor of the eomplete
part of a newspaper, the
abolishment of the student deLOBO offers a chance for real
ferMent in preference to a draft
working experience that no
based on i\ common lottery.
journalism course ean come
The other resolution, said Sel•
close to matching.
inger, would be aimed at "strictly
Students interested shollld
separating the UniVersity from
contact tOBO Associate Edi·
the Selective Se1•vicl! System.''
tor Bob Storey at 277-4002
Many Eastern schools have taken

Volunteers
·Wanted

_.

SHUI..TON

clean masculine aroma!

Rallycom meeting was called after one of its sub-committees, tl1e
Homecoming Committee had proposed changes in the homecoming
queen election process.
Change Opens Election
Laura Loy, a memher of both
committees, said that the change
was made to make the queens election more open. Thl' election is
open to any junior or senior girl
with a 2.0 grade point. "We felt
that the response would be so
great that th\!rt' should l)C a
sct•eening committee to select the
candidates," Miss Loy said.
Miss Loy reported that over the
s\lmmel' th~ Homecoming Con1•
mittee had met and tried to <lH·
, dents Vice Pt•esident.
cide who should be on the sct·ecn-.
ASUNll! President Van Den- ing committee.
nison expressed sadness at BakOn a possible com111ittee there
er's resignation. "It is unfo1·tun- would be both faculty and stuate that we have to loose a dents. The arrangt>ment was subcapable tnan who could really mitted for :possible action and aJ>·
help us in student government pro val.
in this first year," he said.
Pre~><'nt Rule Changes
Baker is leaving a job which
Senator Karen Abrahams, Senpays $315 in educational grants ate liason with Rallycom, presentover a nine-month period. Upon ed the proposed rules changes to
his registration he returned Senate last Wednesday night. In
$245 of the money to the Associ- a controversy which ensued, the
ated Students and kept two authority of Homecoming Commonths' salary for the work he mittee to change 1·ules was imhad already done last spring and mediately challenged by a number of the Senators.
this fall.
An examination of the constitution showed that only Rallycom,
Photo Club
not one of its sub-committees,
All interested people at·e invited would have the authority to
to attend the first meeting of change election rules.
Senate asked Miss Abrahams ct.";~
the Photo Club in the Union
Crafts al'ea. It is to be held Fri- investigate the situation. Inter( Continued on page 5)
day at 7:30 p.m.
dents Attorney General, Tuesday
submitted his resignation to
ASUNM President Dan Dennison.
Baker listed personal reasons for
his resignation.
Baker said that
he was resigning
"Due to the demands on my time
by the essential
activities of n1iY
senior year schedule!'
Baker had been
active in student
government until
Uick 'Baker
this year. Last
year he served as Associated St\1-

__
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UNM should be able to get top
entertainment for students with
he help of a new program instituted by the Western Collegiate
Association, Dan Dennison, Associated Students President, told
the LOBO Tuesday. He was enthusiastic about the program
after returning from a WCA conference held in Wyoming this
weekend.
"There was agreement all
around, and they are trying to
work out the dates for the block
booking," Dennison said. Under
the block booking process schools
in the WCA wo-uld get together
to plan entertainment. The plan
would help in the negotiations
for contracts because more than

MEMBERS OF RALLY COMMITTEE shown debating last night's resolution to remove students from
the Homecoming Queen candidate selection committee are (from left): Jan Bennett, secretary; Jerry
___.::..
Roehl, chairman; Karen Abrahams, Senate representative; and Laura Loy.

The UNM Young Republicans
will begin a voter registration
drive in the Union today and
Tuesday. A booth located in the
Union will be open from 10 to
4 p.m. to register student regard·
less of party affiliation.
Requirements to register as a
New Mexico voter are; legal vot~
ing age (21), residence in the
state :for 1 yr., 90 days in the
county, and 30 days in the pre~
cienct. All time requirements are
as of November 7.

SERVlCES
TYPEWRtTE:R sale< &: repair, SpcclBt

24

paiJI3ing

105

livelier lather
for really smooth shavest

For Registration

UNM

fil'flt downs

touchdown of the afternoon · to
close the UNM scoring.
Following their last touchdown
the Lobos' reserves took over for
the remainder of the ga.me. Two
more State passes were picked
out of the blue by the Lobo secondary to halt drives. Doing the
honors on both occasions was
sophomore Scotty Oliver.
'l'he Kansas State score came
on a seven yard run by their
tough sophomore fullback Cornelius Davis. Davis was the leading ground gainer in the contest
as he racked up 125 yards in 19
carries for his afternoon's work.
The Lobos were led by Carl
Jackson and Bradford in rushing
and Rick Beitler in the passing
department. Jackson gained 103
yards on 24 carries while Braford
had 81 yards in 12 times toting
the ball. Beitler had an excellent
game in the passing phase as he
tossed the ball for 149 yards. The
offensive line seemed to be de.
termined to make a good showing
after fighting for their lives last
week. They continually opened
large holes in the K-State front
line.
Of course tile defense played up
the level which they are already
.expe('ted to. Leading his teammates up front was Dave Harris.
H~ was joined by Smith and the
rest of the defense.
The outstanding player of the
game honors will have to be
shared by two men. The two Carls
on the Lobos played great games
and helped each other with their
blocking
afte;noon. These two
who Jed the Lobos last year in
rushing were back on track this
week having been stopped cold
against Utah State. Against the
Wildcats Jackson and Braford
combined for over 180 yards and
helped give Beitler the pass protection he needed to equal the

Entertainment Slated for UNM

joy, Selinger said there was no
question that the final selection
was with. the Regents.
He pointed out, however, that
many people believe the faculty
should have some active l'Ole in
the selection process. Selinger
commented that, the faculty was
in a unique position to advise the
Rsgents.
Sslinger asserted that the :t'aeulty had a valuable knowledge of
the -people and conditions of the
modern educational world. He in•
dicatcd that the faculty sought
something more than just an advisory capacity.
When asked where approved resolutions would be sent, Selinger
said that their destinations hadn't
been decided yet and that they
would probably be topics of discussion, too. He said he expected several proposals for disposition of the resolutions at the
meeting.

Folk Dancers
The UNM Folk Dancers will
hold auditions for the folk dancing' team tonight at 7 p.m. in
Carisle Gym. No experience is
neeessary, and there is only one
practice a week.

--

LOBO
Football Contest
WIN TICKETS TO J}ON PANCHO'S
ART THEATER
UTEP
New Me:ldco
Wyoming
Arizona
Colo. St.
BYtJ
Utah
Hawaii
Ariz. St.
West Texas
Total points New Mexico vs. UTEP ~----Contest rules
1. Contost is open to tJNM students anly.
2. Only ONE entey will be accepted from ~ach conlostatlt and Every game
must be !licked.
3, Cont.,.bults must pick rota! points an UNM game and in eliSe of a tie
the conteatant coming closest will be declared the winner.
4. Enttiel must be received at the Lobo office by G p.m. Friday,
5, No member of Student Publications Is eligible tor prites.
fl. Winner will receive tour tickets lor the footbttll seM<in to Don Pancho'"
Theder.
7. Enttieil willbe lodged by the Lobo opor1.s stntt.
8. In cnl!ll ot ties the prites will be divided nmong the wlnnel'l!.

NAME
ADD nESS

PHONE
.,

•

Page2

Uncle 7:om 's
.

.

t;Ja!J/JiJt J
By THOMAS ORMSBY
Last week's Student Senate
meeting, as you may have read,.
was primarily concerned with the
1966 MIRA.GE and the reasons
why it was not widely approved
by the student body. Just because
a copy or two was burned last
~ar in front of the MIRAGE office, just because I have received
numerous threatening phone calls
and just because this Chinaman
keeps throwing a top hat at me
is not cause :for alarm as to general student reaction.
Most of. the people I showed the
MIRAGE to in New York this
summer though it was well done
-in fact, most of them said that
it was the best rough draft they
had seen.
'

•

• •

The new library wing which recently opened is still a little disorganized due to all the new books.
I interviewed the Filing Assistant Rose Ovtrash yesterday, and
she released the following new
system for locating books with the
Dewey Decimal System:
000-099 •• , The complied works of
Frank Hibben
100-199 • • • Sanitation Procedures for the Union Snack Bar
(fiction)
200-299 ••. Snack Bar Food Handling (murder mysteries)
300-399 • , • UNM Parking Facilities (science fiction)
400·499 ••• Rodey Theater Critiques (tragedies)
500-599 ••• Campus Police (comedies)
600-699 .• Bookstore (Totalitarian Regimes, history of)
700-799 • • • Drugs on Campus
(true life adventures)
800-899 ••• Health Service (refer
to De Sade, Marquis)
900-999 ••• Senate (witchtrials)
"'

..

"'

Oh, by the way, if Senate decides to hold any more hearings
the you-know-what,
on
something
against them. II've
cangot
al· .
ways write Chief Justice Earl
Warren and tell him that Senate
opened with a prayer last week.

•

Have you bought your tickets
:for the train trip to El P&so this
weekend? If not, do so now. Tickets arE! goi:ng fast, and so are
reservations in Juarez.
>I< .

>I<

•

We learned that of 1111 the people who havE! bought tickets for
the trip, only one will actually be
going to the game-Coach Weeks,
•

>I<

>I<

ThE! National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA)
announced several of the experiments to be conducted prior to the
flight of Gemini 12 which will
involve the UNM campus. First
of all, the astronauts will photograph the faculty parking lots in
a study of vast, unpopulated
waste land. Then· they .will· take
infrared pictures directly over the
Snack Bar to determine the effects
of gas on the atmosphere. Next,
they will take telephoto shots of
the Hokona Sundeck-no scientific
data expected here, except to
keep track of the astronaut's respiration and heartbeat. The final
experiment will be a splashdown
in the Education Complex fountain to see how fast it takes SDS
to organize a demonstration
· against it.
•

•

>I<

NASA ·said they were enthusiastic about UNM's participation
in the flight, and if all goes well,
a UNM student will be chosen for
one of the later Apollo flights.
Seniors, juniors and freshmen are
to be excluded, however, as NASA
is primarily interested in a soph
landing on the moon.

•

•

*

•

*

•

Since the F'ood and Drug Ad~
ministration has outlawed silicone
treatments for women to increase
bust size, the Health Service an·
nounced a new method of breast
surgery being given to UNM
girls. The girl's dorms are getting
together to put on a show for the
infirmary stafF to give thanks.
The production is entitled:
"Thanks for the Mammaries."

•

•• >-L.

Wednesday, Sept~mber 28, 1966·

•

•

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Parenta wishing to keep up with·
. their children learning a for~Jign·
language now have their opportunity. Under the ~;~ponsorship of
the UNM French Department,
adult classes will be otlered.
The adult program is in connection with the children's program that is now in its third
year. The clai!ses are one hour
long and are taught by French
majors under the sponsorship of
Prof. Cl&ude-Marie Book and Miss
Joan Goodman.
The tuition fees are $5 :for
children and $10 :for adults. Registration for these classes will be
held at 10:30 a.m. Oct. 1 in Room
102 Mitchel H<1ll.

Positions Announced
For Magazine Staff·._·

~

TOM SAMPLETON, assistant
manager of Don Pancho's Art
Theater, presents two .free
passes to Jim Hamilton winner of the LOBO Football cpntest. Hamilton predicted the
total amount of points scored
'in · the Lobo-Kansas State· ·
game.

Editor-in-chief of tbe THUNDERBIRD, Luis Calvillo•Capd,
has announced the appointment
of the staff for this year's magazine. Associate editors for the
coming year will be Dick Van
Der Voort and Gregory Lay.
The poEJtry editor is William
Harris; art editor is Leonard
Goldstein; drama critic will be
Martin Fry. The assistant editors
will be Rick Milner, Philip K.
Lance, David Linke, Thomas
Stuart, and David L. Blecha.
In charge of publicity will be
Jaroy S. Jones. The art assistants
will be Dita Gaskill, Dianne
Pharo, and Barbara Utter. The
editorial assistants are Robin
Campan, Patricia ParonesEJ, Barbara Lindell, and Lisa Baker. The
faculty advisor will be Dr•. David
Johnson.

· Sanitone Professional

DRY CLEANING
plu1

FAST two-way radio
Pick-up & Delivery

Listen
to KNMD

PROFESSOR OF THE MONTH
A UNl'd faculty member since
1957 as a specialist in the field
of spectroscopy Dt. Glenn A.
Crosby of the chemistry depllrt·
ment, has been named "P.-ofes·
sor of the Month" by Las Campanas, honorary for junior
women.

covered the solution to the birth
control controversy. A simple,
effective means of holding down
inc1•easing population throughout
the wo1•ld has been found.
The pill is obsolete, just l<eep
that television on all night. As
long as the power doesn't fail,
the problem of overpopulation can
be solved with a good dose of
Johnny Carson.
Calender Watching
Certainly it would be easier
to introducE! such ·a control in
unde1·developed nations
than
drugs or calendar watching.
The United Nations should begin immediately on a total program of TV installation, which
will not only introduce real cui-

ture to the world's people, but
will force electdfication of all
rural villages and educate a
brave new generation of viewers
in the wonders of "the tube.''
Within 20 yca~·s, WOl'ldwide
television will be so firmly en.
trenched that the birth rate will
decline to the c1·isis point, At that
time someone will have developed
another system for maintaining
the human race.
Hail to Our Ford.

College of Education
Sets Testing Dates
The College of Education has
announced that there will be two
application and screening sessions for admission to the teacher
education program during the
first semester. At 6:45 p.m. on
Tuesday, Oct. 4 or at 12:30 p.m.
on Saturday, Oct. 8, interested
and eligible persons should report to the Kiva.

Four Dates Are Se.t
For Teacher Exams
Testing dates for National
Teacher Examinations have been
announced by the Education Testing Service. All colleges seniors
preparing to teach school may
t~:~ke the tests on any of four
dates.
New dates for testing of lH'oSpective teachers are Jan. 7,
Ma1·ch :1.8, July 1, and Oct. 7,
1967. The tests will be given at
nearly 500 locations throughout
the U.S.
Results of the National Teacher
Examination~'! ~:~re used by many
large schools :as one of several
factors in the selection of nC'!,l
teachers and by several states for
certification or licensing of teach·
ers. Some colleges also require all
seniors preparing to teach to take
the examinations.

listen to KNMD,

.~~~~~==~~~~~~~~------------------------C1SJ66 Colgale·PalmOiive Ca.

are is hair spray
ra gone natural

Call 243.5671 today!

YOUR
FAVORITE
BOOKSTORE

HELP WANTED
~re you a Christian who wants to share with others your faith
m God? Then apply for a position in the Christian Communications Group.

Be.come a part of a creative Christian witnessing movement using the media of newspaper and radio.

It's the new, nude, no-spray
look and feel of Respond Protein
Hair Spray. Hair is protein.
Respond has protein. Respond is
good to your hair, naturally.

IS ALWAYS THE
BEST PLACE TO BUY FOR

Salary-Sorry about that .. ,
Sotsfaction Unlimited . , •

SERVICE AND DEPENDABll\TY.

Apply at the Youth Center, 123 Broadway S.E••

298-1828
Childrens' Books
Bargains

By WALLACE IMMEN
The Collegiate Press Service
A 1·ecent story in the New York
Times gave an explanation for an
un US\lally large incrEJase in births
in New York hospitals this
month, It is now nine months
since the great Northeast power
blackout.
"Th~J lights went out and people were left to interact with each
other," was the conclusion of
sociologist Paul Siegel. "They
didn't have access to the major
source 9f amusement, the television, and it is reasonable to assume a lot o£ sex life went on,''
he continued.
Pill Is Obsolete
Perhaps this sociologist has dis-
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Blackouts Boost Births,
New York 'Times' Reveals

October 2 at 5 p.m.

•
Sponsored by First lloptist Church

~===~~~~§§§§~~§§§§§:§§§::::::::~::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~f!!!!!!!~

-"Associated Students Bookstore
University Book Store
Refillable purSI!·size roo.

• •

The crack in this column last
,. week about the drama department
'' taking LSD to improve their performances sparked the FBI to
check into the matter. They
brought three ounces with them
to dispense to the players in the
hopes that it really would create
talent.

•

l

• •

Rodey Theater's first play this
year is a story centered around
the life of Hemingway: "The Importance of Being Ernest.''

*

•

French Department
Initiates Adult Class

89 Winrock Center
Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbacks

KNOW
THE
TRUTH

There's a well-founded rumor
going around the student body
that if the Snack Bar does not be·
gin free coffee refills within the
next week, drastic action will be
taken . . . the biology department's research project on what
happened to three generations of
mice that ate Snack Bar hamburgers will be turned over to the
Food and Drug Administration.
>I<

\.

LIGHTS OUT. ANYONE?

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY

You may have noticed the ad
which has been running in the
LOBO of late that reads "Does
LSD in sugar cubes spoil the
taste of coffee???" For a minute,
I thought it was a promotion for
improving Snack Bar coffee, but
I read on: "Five Levels of Con·
sciousness Expansion.'' Yes, I was
right. The first sip of Snack Bar
coft'ee causes instant blackout, followed by ditziness and nausea,
then cold flashes, spontaneous
.,£onvulsion and then severe diarr·
hea•••• Who needs LSD?

•

\
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FIVE LEVELS
OF
.CONSCIOUSNESS
EXPANSION

'.

HEAR

TheTing
foot oclor test:

text oo
squint.

THE
FACTS

mrm®~t LSD rmv

~r. Y~miDJ~~~ le~UJ, r~.~-

Get a Tensor• high·intensity lamp.

RECOROED LIVE AT THE CASTALIA FOUNDAtiON-OR. LEARY'S C~NTER fOR RI:SEARCH ON CONSCIOUSNESS.EXPANDING DRUGS,

'.

•
·''

SEND ME •••• COPIES OF DR~ TIMOTHY LfARY.'S i.P RECORDING ON LSD
ENCLOSED IS A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $. , ••••.• , •.
PIXIE RECORDS, INC.
1619BROADWAV, R00M602
NEWVORIC. N.V.10019
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. Want a dean, white, bright .light? Want to see words etched

2

SEND $3.00 PER RECORD CHECK OR MO.NEV ORDERS ONLY. WE PAY POSTAGlil

YO:

I Take off your right shoe.

1'ilo 1

i1

...... ,• • •

(PLEASE PRINT) ·

l'fli'l

il

.. I

1

Okay- who do you know who could use a foot
deodorant? .(One guess).
·
3 Now spray your feet with Ting~ Test is over. So
is foot odor. Ting is loaded with hexachlorophene. It
kills odor causing germs by the millions. This wonderfully cooling powder helps keep your feet dry and
odorless. All day.

:On the page sharp and dear?. Want to come away from those
.~eavy'USignments-witbout squinting and -eyestrain? Want a lamp
that gets in close without getting in your way? Want to burn
the midnight oil without burning up your roommate? Want a
concentrated light that lets you concentratd
· Then what you need is a Tensor high-intensitr lamp. What·
do you mean you can't afford our $12.95 or $14-.95 or $17.50
or $19.95 prices? Didn't you know you can get a Tensor for $9.95?
So stop sqiiinting. Get a Tensor high-intensity lamp. And

If you don~t wear shoes you·don't nMCI ling

·who knows,· your grades might even get a little better this term.

.
P.S.Take this ad to your college store or favorite retailer &gel25¢ off on Tlng Aerosol,

MONO-LONG PLAYING
(331/3rpm)
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STA1E ••••••• ZIP • • •

yoUr sole oi Tlnr. For paymertl, mall to WTS Fbarmacrall1Inc,, P.o. Box 1212b1l""hester, H. V. Invoice ~roving

purch.,o ~I sufficient TinA to cover coupons ~resent•.d tor te~emptlon must t shown on request, Cash Value
1/20 ill j,, CGII<I onlY In u.s.A. This coupon Is void In an~ slate or municiPality where ta•ed, prohibited or
ro!lrlctcd bY low, WTS Pharmacralt,lnc.,llooheslet, H. v. Oiler explresllec, 31,191i6.
.
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beneor:
It helps you se'e better.-

Ml Durer· WTS Pharmacrofl Inc. will redeem .this coupc>n for 25t plus 2¢ handling If you received II on
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TICKET POLICY QUESTIONED

The policy for distribution of tickets for the new UNM
basketball arena is creating a l?Ubstantial amount of news
these days.
The University policy as stated by John Dolzadelli, athletic business manager, is this: Anyone who held season
tickets at the University from the time Johnson Gymnasium
opened in 1957 up to the 1961-62 season was sent a letter
which gave them preference to pick up tickets from Monday,
Sept. 19 to Friday, Sept. 23. Thus people holding tickets for
the longest time were given first priority.
Persons who held season tickets from the 1962-63 season
to the present were given second priority and can pick up
season tickets from this Monday, Sept. 26 to Friday, Sept.
30. Faculty members who have not previously held season
tickets will be able to pick up their season tickets from Monday, Oct. 3 to Friday, Oct. 7.
The general public will be able to buy season tickets starting Oct. 10.
When the tickets first went on sale the ticket office was
allowing a person who had held tickets before· to buy two
additional tickets for the coming season. This policy was
halted when it was discovered that abuses were taking
place. It is possible for a person to pick up as many tickets
as that person has letters of preference. So it would be possible for a block of tickets to be purchased, but this would
be a case of a party getting tickets for a group wishing to sit
together and having priority letters for the number in the
group.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor:
I had a telephone call from Bob
Storey indicating that there was
some question of my motive in
• writing a letter to the Albuquerque Journal concerning Dr. Blum's
letter to the Journal.
Although l made it clear to
Mr. Storey as to my motive I
wish to make it doubly clear in
this letter. In order to make it
clear to your readers what it is
all about I review briefly the circumstances.
Prof. Stephen Smale during his
official sojourn to Moscow took
oceasion to denounce the U.S.
policy in Vietnam. Congressman
Roudebush took issue with Smale
and said his salary should he lopped olf. A Journal editorial (Sept.
14) agreed with the Congressman. Dr.· Blum answered this editorial, asking the Journal four
pointed questions. At this p!)int
I came into the controversy with
my letter of Sept. 20. (People's
column Sept. 23.)
I simply take the position that
a U.S. official or State official
takes an oath to defend and protect the constitution of the U.S.
-and/or the constitution of the
State. If the officials of the
United States at any time formulate a policy of military intervention in a foreign country
there is no duty on the pa:rt of
the civilian citizen to support
such policy.
The policy of this administration to wage an undeclared war
in Vietnam does not suspend the
Constitutional right of free speech
for all its citizens, induding
Government employees, in any
part of Ote world.
Not only do I fe~l that public
employees have the legal right
to speak out but I consider it a
neglect of duty if they fail to
speak out when the policy of our
Goverument officials il'l not in the
best intesetst of his country nor
in the interests of world law and
order.
William H. Burnett

... The complaints of the people picking up season tickets
this week is that there were people purchasing tickets before them. There was also dissatisfaction with the number
of tickets that some people were purchasing. Another complaint was that while the letter sent to the past ticket holders
The following paragraph desated that the ticket office would open at 9 :00 a.m. it actually scribes a legitimate experiment
opned at 8. Generally the gripe of those people trying to buy which was carried out on Wedseason tickets this week is that all of the good seats are nesday, Sept. 21, 1966. I assign
no interpretation to the results
gone.
other than that noted in the
It is understandable that people who had good seats in analysis
iself.
smaller Johnson Gym for the last four years would expect
122 students in Anthro. 101-02
to get equally advantageous seats in the new arena. But if responded to a questionnaire in
the University policy of tickets distribution is followed ex- which they were asked to write
plicitly by the ticket office then it is unfortunate, but a fact down the first names of the four
they will have to face that there are people who deserve Beatlt~s and of the authors of the
Gospels (first books of the
he better seats more. We feel that while there may be a four
New 'J'estiment}. Analysis of the
case for making individuals with letters of preference to data reveals that the average
pick up their own tickets, we also feel that the present number of Beatles correctly
pvlicy is the best way to distribute the season tickets fairly. named was 3.43 while the average
number of Gospel authors recalled
-Jeff Dennard
was 2.98.

This difference of 0.45 is not
statistically significant; that is,
we cannot reject the null hypothesis that there is no difference in
ability (for the sample) to recall
the nam2s of one or the other set
of persons; however, 69 per cent
of the sample correctly predicted
the direction of the mean difference.
Of the students 21 years of age
or less, 30 named more Beatles
than Gospels, 52 named an equal
number, and 15 named more Gospel authors than Deatles.
Philip K. Bock
Assoc. Prof., Ant~ro.

Foreign Film Nights Scheduled at Union
Thursday nights this fall at the
Union are designated Foreign
Film Nights. There will be two
performances at 7 and 9:30 in
the Theater where tickets will be
sold at the door. The public is
invited to attend.
A French movie, "Les Liaisons
Dangereuses/' will set the series
in motion this week.
Others include "Antigone,"
Greek, Oct. 6; "The Virgin
Spring," Swedish, Oct. 13; "Rosho•Mon/' Japanese, Oct. 20;

"Viridiana," Spanish, Nov. 3;
"Devi," Indian, Nov. 10; "Roeco
& His Brothers/' Italian, Nov. 17;
"M," German, Dec. 1; "The Given
Word," llrasilian-Portugese, Dec.
8; "Jules and Jim," French, Dec.
15; "Alexander Nevsky," Russian, Jan. 5, and "Knife in the
Water," Polish, Jan. 12.
The movie classic schedule
opel:ls this Friday with "Wuthering Heights," slated for two
showings at th!! same hours as
the foreign films in the Union.

28,1966
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Restrictions Set
For Senote Race

v

.1\s a former ~>tudent pf UNM,
I would like to see thousands of
signatures mailed in to stop napalm. Let's act now; Let's stop
drinking beer and begin to act
like human beings.
Michael Jolley

Respon:;;ible Human Be~ngs:
"The use of napalm must be
stopped! Napalm is a cruel and
inhuman wenpon which, like poison gas, should be prohibited by
international law."
These are the opening words of
a petition which is now being eir·
culated throughout the· United
States by the Concerned Citizens
of 424 Lytton Avenue, Palo Alto,
California 94301.
The Citizens are attempting to
accomplish the above goal by obtaining as many signatures as
possible and presenting these to
the President and members of the
Congress sometime within the
next few months.
Anyone wishing to· be a part
of this effort is urged to write
the Citizens for copies of the
Declaration and for information
about napalm and how it is being
used in Viet Nam. Each copy of
the Declaration has space for six
signatures. Virtually unlimited
forms are available upon request.

Briefs
A new professor of library
science, Dr. Elinor McCloskey
has joined the University of New
Mexico faculty. She will be teaching two courses in library sciences, as well as working as a
consultant to the library program
of the Albuquerque Public schools.
Besides working in public and
school libraries, Dr. McCloskey
has also ta~ght in elementary
from Washington State University, her M.A. from Denver University, ad her doctorate from
Columbia University.

-- '--""-----"PLAYBOY MAY HAVE NICE GIRLS BUT IT SURE
CAN'T SAY BEANS ABOUT FOOTBALL."

By ARTHUR HOPPE
San Fra11citrco Chronicle

Mr. Ronald Reagan as you know is hammering home the fact thnt
he is a non-professional "citizen politician!' Leading a staff of dedicated non-professionals in a fighting campaign against the tired old
political pros.
Personally, I think he's overdoing it.
I say this after joining Mr. Reagan at 7 a.m. last Wednesdny in
Los Angeles for a day's campaigning down in San Diego. A 260-mile
round trip. By bus.
"We'd fly," explained l\lr. Reagan's jolly citizen press director, Mr.
I,yn Nofziger, ''but we wanted to gh·e the press a chance to get acquainted with the candidate. Above all we want to keep the press
happy."
So as the sun rose, there we were, eleven happy, red-eyed ace newsmen standing in a parking lot. And no bus,
"Damm," said a tion-professioual harried aide, glancing at his
watch. For Mr. Reagan had to be in San Diego by 10 a.m. for a major
political address to the National Convention of World War I veterans.
At 7:14, thnnk heaven, the bus arrived. And we were all set fol' a
fast drive. Except we didn't have a candidate.
At 7:50, Mr. Reagan pulled UJJ looking, as one hatiPY newsman put
it, "well rested." He was charmingly a)lO}ogetic. A citizen staff strategist announced we'd now 1tave to fly. The bus raced for the airport,
aniving just in time to watch the 8:20 fiigltt talw off. The next plane
wasn't until10.
Citizen staff members scattered this way and tltat to charter nu
aircraft. 'We happy newsmen sat. "!sn' it fun," ~aid ::\lr. Reagan, with
a hopeful grin, "sitting at the airport watching life go by?"
At 9:05 an elated citizen aide t'eportcd: «We ('OUldn't get a big
one. But we've got two little ones waiting to go."
The bus made a dash for the landing area by private planes. Thet•e
weren't any. We sat. At 9:30 Mr. Nofziger, still jolly, nnnouneed,
"Well, back to the old airport" and, after only three hours of bus
travel, by George, we managed to l'ateh the 10 o'clock plane.
In a mad scramble, we arrived at the convention at 10:50. The
World War I veterans allowed as how i\lr, lteagan could still deliver
his major political address. Just as soon as they finished their spirited
debate on the high cost of hearing aids. ("May I check with our
secretary on that point, Buddy?" the elderly chairman was saying,
hand cupped to ear, "I'm very hard of hearing"). Only, they said,
Mr. Regan's political address would have to be non-political, as they
were a non-political organization.
This came as a surprise to the citizen stalf, which hadn't thought
to check, and as a shock to Mr. Reagan. But he gamely sat down
backstage and went over his speech, taking out all the political and
newsworthy paragraphs.

* * *

The rest of the day went relatively smoothly and Mr. Nofziger did
his best to make us happy, hi!l best being to get Us back to downtown
Los Angeles at 8:15 p.m. But he was still as jolly and Mr. Reagan
as alfable as e\'er.
"And don't forget," said Mr. Ueagan with mock ferocity as we
reached the parking lot, "tomorrow I want everybody to be on time."
I congratulated Mr. Nofziger on the most forceful display of unprofessional ~atnpaigning I'd ever seen.
He laughed and laughed. "Actually," be said, "the real reason I like
the candidate to mingle with the press is to prove that dispite
everything, he's a prety good guy."
Well, you can' help admiring a staff that would go to such lengths
to tnnke a point. I just hope they'll stop trying to make me.happy.

AWS Meeting
An informal get-acquainted
meeting of the Associated Wo·
mens Students will be held today
at 3 :30 p.m. upstairs in the
Union, Room 321~D-E. Ref1•eshlllcnls will be -servod, all women
students arc invited, and the new
AWS representatives are asked
to ateud.

Publications Board
'l'hc
Student
Publications
Board will hold its first meeting
of the ye111• Thursdny night, 7: BO
p.m., in the MIRAGE office.

By BRIAN LEO
This writer tnlked to Ed LoW•
ranee, the manage1· of Don
Pancho's Al't Theatre, concerning the foreigl:l films to be shown
this semester in the Union, and
about foreign, or "art films'' in
general.
The first .film to be shown,
"Les Liaisons Dangereuses," is
recent French, and nlthough
neither of us was acquainted
with it, Mr. Lowrance felt thnt
it would probably be advantageous to see it.
"l personally feel that a person could afford exposure to a
great b1·endth of :films, in order
to keep Acquainted with the fact
tl1at, .iust as in excellent films
there are some slow, or bad sections, often in dreary films there
arc :fantastic single areas,'' he
explained.
Compnrisons Distasteful
In connection with the second
:;election for tlle year, "Antigone"
by Sophocles, we discussed the
Jlossibility of compa1·ing Irene
Pappus, the lead in "Antigone,"
and Jeanne l\1oreau, the lend in
"Vh·idiana,'' which will be seen
Nov. 3.
In the field of fol'eign films, as
is not the case so much with native Hollywood products, it is
risky or at least silly to use
words like "best." "I don't like
the word," said Lowrance.
The third film to be shown this
year, "The Virgin Spring" by
Ingmat• Bergman, was then discussed in relation to the fourth
offering, "Rashomon'' by Akiru
Kurosawa. These films will be
shown Oct. 13, and 20, respectively.
Scents in the Past
Be1·gman seems to deal most of
the time with events and interac·
tions of characters in such a way
that it seems to have been completed by the people before Bergman photographs it.
This way sounds obscure in re·
lation to some of the excellent
"black and white'' which Bergman has created, fo1• instance in

Girls' lntramurals
Thu women's intramural volley·
ball tournament bcgill.S Wednes·
day, Oct. 5. All girls who arc not
members of sororities or dorm
teams and arc interested in playing are ut•gcd to play. P1•actice
schedulM will be posted in Carlisle Gym.
~-----~

"May 2!l, St. Mary Magdalen
Dai Pazzi 1 Vir~-tin. White vest·
ments. "At ten yenrs o£ age St.
Mary Magdalen Dei Pazzi con·
secrated l1er virginity to God.
When she wns nineteen she re·
ceived the Carmelite habit. Her
constant exclamation was; "To
suff~>t' and not to die." She died in
1607.''

"Winte1• Light." But Ingma1·
Bergman does not create tbe
stot•y from what was a story,
with the depth of Sergei Eisenstein, in "Alexander Newsky,"
the film to be shown next Jan. 5.
"Hashomon" Action Lively
Again, jn Rashomon, Kurosawa produces the furious action
which stands above the story, in
a sense, while in "The Virgin
Spring,'' Bergman follows wl1at
could be called a fable, searching
it out with a came1·a. Eisenstein
succeeds in making a cavalry
battle on a frozen river from
filming it, in the sense that the
fight is right now a battle, and
not then.
"Viridiana,'' by Luis Buiiuel, is
a fairly abdominal film. It is an
intense presentation with nn nntiderical th~·ust. The dedication of
Bunuel to the inner tensions of
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his metier makes Bergman's investigations appea1· somewhat like
self-aggrandizement.
Ilighest Aehievement
B uiiuel comes as close to the epitome of his technical approach as
he is likely to reach," said Mr.
Lowrance.
Roman Posanski's "Knift in
the Water'' is also a film of par·
ticulur intensity, which breaks
out of the heavy involvement
with a war p~·escnce whieh held
sway h1 Polisl1 films when they
began to be p1·oduced in some
number in the middle :fifties. Although it shm·es u frontal, cold
intensity with these earlier films,
it develo]Js newer material in a
significant way.
Other films in the full series
offered hr the Union Program
Directorate will be discussed in
future issues.

Listen
to KNMD

Committee Changed

Rallycom Alters
Queen Race Rule
(Continued from page 1)
ested senators we1·e also asked to
attend the meeting of Rallycom
and the homecoming committee,
Vote Unanimously
When the final vote on the rule
change came up it was found that
ther.e were only five of the nine
membe1·s present. The absence of
the other four members was
caused by the :failure of ASUNM
President Dan Dennison to appoint the other members.
The constitution also states that
five members of an executive committee shall constitute a majority,
not a majority of those present.
This p1·oblem was solved by the
unanimous vote of the five members present.

LOOK
YOUR

BEST!

RENT A TUX!
COAT and TROUSERS
COMPLETE OUTFIT

$6.50
$10.00

Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, Sus.
penders, Handkerchief, Studs, Cufflinks, Tie <;~nd Bouttonniere,

Makers

S.A.ND~
GOLD

Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN
~===========~~---:-:-~FIRST

247-4347
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k!Carved
WEDDING RINGS
CORSICAN SET
Groom's Ring .... . $29.50
Bride's Ring ......... $27.50

THESE and OTHERS
SHOWN EVENINGS
BY APPOlNTMENT

butterfield
jer,elers
2312 CENTRAL EAST
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OPPOSITI: UNM CONCERT HALL '- __ _

PONCHO'S
The Spirit of '66!!!

STUDENT CHARGE CARD
CHARGE

19

CARD

NAME!

Signature

Counter$lgned

THIS CARD MAY BE CANCellED WITHOUT NOTICE

We invite you to examine one of Albuquerque's
most complete drug stores, Schroeder·Wilson Pharmacy
at 3100 Central S.E., .lust 2 blocks east of the Campus,
and receive your STUDENT CHARGE CARD. Our
friendly staff of Registered Pharmacists and Qualified
Costmeticians wiU be happy to serve your every need.
YOUR CARD will entitle you to convenient credit
in any of our many departments wltich include a contpJete cosmetic department for both men and women,
sundries; gifts and cards for aU occasions, and a pharmacy backed by over a Quarter of a Century of unexcelled service to Allwquerqueans.

Conte in 'fODAY und as!{ for your STUDEN'J'
CHAIWE CARD. We will be delighted to have you as
one of our charge customers!

••
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The Student Senate Elections
Committee 1net last night to Sfi!t
the rules fo1' the upcoming l'un-off
election between Sen;~tors Stephen
Van Dresse•· and Jerry Reed. The
two are vying for a yem·'s term
of office in Senate.
Miss Pat Holdet•, committee
chnirman, reported on the group's
decisions in a LOBO inte1·view
Tuesday night.
l\1ay Talk Now
The candidates may stu1·t ve1·bal campaigns im111cdiately, she
reported, but distribution of w:ritten material is to be limited to
Wednesday, Sept. 5, through Friday Sept. 7, which is election day.
A $5 limit wall set for campaign
expenses.
Polls Open 8 to 4
The polls will be open ft•om 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. on election day.
Students will be required to display both ASUNM identification
cards, and athletic identification
cards to vote.

Union Features Selection·
Of Prime Foreign Films

HAPPINESS IS OVERDONE
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Ponchos from Coopers ore a must in your faH wardrobe. Choose
from a colorful slection of hand woven 100% wools in plaids and
solids.
For a total look Coopers features a huge selection of stretch
pants in proportioned lengths. All colors, all sizes, from the top
manufacturers.
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Award Is Offered
To Stote Author

·."

.....

DISPLAYING THEIR COUNTRIES' NATIONAL DRESS at the International Club booth on Activities Nnght are (from left) John Bakas, Club president from Greece, Ernest Fasquelle from El
Salvador.

Any New Mexico playwright
interested in competing in the
annual playwright award and internship 'Sponsored by the UNM
drama department should contact drama department Chairman
Edwin Snapp immediately for an
application.
Deadline for submitting the
play script is Nov. 18. Funds for
the award and internship have
been allocated by the New Mexico Arts Commission, which
handles state and federal money
eat·marked for cultural projects.
A playwright is eligible if he
is an alumnus of any New Mexico
college or university, or if he is
a resident of the state,
presented. The .playwright . will
receive a $200 :royalty in addition
to expenses for residence during
the preparation and rehersal of
the script.
The purpose of the award is to
encourage, train, and give practical experience to young New
Me,.ico playwrights.
Applications are available from
Mr. Snapp, in care of the UNM
drama department, Albuquerque.

Freedom Is Endangered
By Rage Against Crime •

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

By PAUL DANISH
The Collegiate Press Service
A word about crime.
There's been a lot of concern
about crime lately. Crime seems
to be the best thing to come
around since the I Love Lucy
show. There is crime in the
streets. There is crime in the
country. There is crime in the
universities.
Everybody is against crime.
Why not1 It's safe.
llonesty, however, dicta.tes us
to write a slight dissent into the

record.
When it comes to crime we're
for it.
Because you are.
We sell newspapers on crime
news because you devour them.
A good juicy murdel' is the best
emotional catharsis that can be
had next to wa1·. Nothing titilates
the public appetite like hate, sex;
and violence. You love it.
Enjoy Crime
The reason you love it is because it gives you a chance to
vent your spleen.
"An ax niurder in a music
room'!"
"How awful.''
''There ought to be a law."
"String up the son' of a bitch."
"It's the work of outside agitators!'
''Throw them all in the brig."
Human Failing
There is a little right wing
maniac in all of us; and a report
of a crime of violence is perhaps
the only time we have to indulge
this human, all too human, failing. It is the one time we canwith perfect safety - demartd
that we scrap our democratic
ideals and replace them with the
rough, gut sort of justice that is
in essence incipient fascism.
"They ought to string the bastard up.''
Mttybe they ought to. Mttybe
we would be better people if we
could work our frustrations off
by taldng vengeance on those who
·PUt themselves beyond good and
evil. Society has always demanded
its pound of :flesh; maybe our

Veterans
Information
Q-I Understand that I can

·'

apply for Gl Jnsuranee since I
have a service-connected disability from my World War II ~el'V•
ice. Where can r apply?
A-You have w~tited t~o long.
The law that reopened Gl insur•
ance to certain disabelcd veterans
set a deadline oi; :May 2, 196fi, for
accepting applications.' This is no
longer available.

problem is that we have hesitated
to give it.
Yeah, that's the answer. Kill.
Kill for Jaw. Kill for order. Kill
for peace. Kill. Kill. Kill.
We'll be better men if we kill
Richard Speck. Civilization will
crumble if we don't gas Joseph
Morse. He might be innocent or
he migltt be guilty, but who gives
a damn. The important thing is
that we feel clean again.
Change Laws
The supreme court is too rough
on the cops. So amend the constitution. It was made to protect
honest folks. Folks like you and
I. Paragons of the community.
Like Charles Whitman.
The iJoint is that if the American experience means anything it
means that liberty and freedom
and justice are god-given rights,
and they don't fold up the first
time some psychopath decides to
assassinate the human race.
If our vaunted freedom is
worth anything-the self-same
freedom which we have shipped
300,000 men half way around the
world to defend-it bas to be durable enough to withstand the onslaughts of syndicalist vi.olence.
Whether or not it is remains
to be seen. A couple of spectacular murders, and half the country
is primed to strike the second
amendment from the Bill of

-~-·--·~ -~-·~--

rights. The same people don't
seem to be particularly adverse to
knocking out the 4th, 5th, 6th,
7th, and 8th, either-if they can
be guaranteed the right to play
in the streets after dark.
Criminal the Exception
Democracy, however, requires
that we assume the criminal is
the exception-even if there are
enough of them around to make
the streets unsafe for democracy.
If we really do believe in freedom, we must assume that evecy
man-no matte1• bow depraved
and corrupt he seems-is as vh·tuous as every other man, until
proved otherwise in a court of
Jaw. And not a kangaroo court.
The l'eason we fight and die
for democracy is to guarantee
that every in&viduar will receive
the dingity that should be accorded to him"' by· vidul! of the
fact that he is a man.
Rich man, poor man, beggarman, thief, Doctor, lawye1·, Indian
chief. F1·eedom is wasteful, in·
efficient, even dangerous. Get rid
of it, and you can have law and
order.
You can walk the streets in
perfect safety.
You can have the trains run on
time.
And you can die a little and
go to hell.

Application Deadline
Is Given for Grants ·

Will Make Probe
On Union Coffee Refills
Senate

LISTEN
To KNMD
''THE ALLIANCE FOR PROGRESS has succeeded in El Salvador," says His.Excellency the U.S. Am.
bassa~or to El Salvador, Raul H. Castro. in .a .taped. KUNM~FM que~Jtion~answer session radio show .
"Pubhc Eye" ye,sterday, The panel consisted of Baker Morrow, UNM junior majoring in Latin Amer-.
ican alfairs and a student senator; Joseph Pitti, UNM doctoral candidate in Latin American history;
and Lynne Ftindell, LOBO managing editor. Castro, a former University of Arizona professor and
Arizona Court judge, was passing through Albuquerque on his way tp Washington, D.C. for conferences.

HOUSE OF HALLMARK
3501 lomas Blvd. N.E.

Hallmark Cards

Ranking May Be Halted

Party Supplies
Candles-Gifts

Wedding Announcements
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If you were a Christian and were given this blank space to tell
others about your belief, what would you write in it?
The Cliristian Communications Group is interested in your ideas,
Come to the Youth Center, 123 Broadway S.E. on October 2 at
5 p.m. and become a port of a creative endeavor into communication.
Sponsored by Fint llaptisl Churc~
t-• •• •

-~

,.n! •
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The Administrative Council of
Antioch College, Yellow Springs,
.Ohio, recommended last week that
the school stop ranking students
for the Selective Service System.
If approved by the college's Board
of Trustees, the recommendation
would go into effect in July, 1967.
The action was taken with the
clear approval of Antioch President James P. Dixon, who said
that he supported the policy
change so long as it Was made
on educational grounds and was
not "interpreted as opposition to
the war in VietNam or as an institutional stand of civil disobedience!'
Termed Short-Sighted
The Chairman of Bernalillo
County Local Board No. 1, Dr.
Frank Reeve said when asked to
comment on Antioch's action, that
he thought that it was a shortsighed hing to do.
"The law states that draft deferments can be granted when

-

Death Statistics
Given for Cycles

"417~'

TRAVELS WHERE THE A(JTION 1St
For the man on the go, a shirt that can get him
there in carefree style ••. "417" Vanopress.
Permanently pressed, this traditional fashion
never needs irol1ing. V-tapering assures elegant.
fit and sharp, virile lines.
..
Precisely-cut tab or button·down collar
gives a finishing toueh for action!

VAN HEUSEN"

''417"

Jaa~~~~~~~~

MEETS TONIGHT

Sept. 30 is the deadline. for
filing applications fol' Fulbright. Hays grants for study and prof~s
sional training in the creative
and performing arts.
Gerald M. Slavin, Fulbright
Prog1·am adviser at the University of New Mexico, said ap:plica.
tion forms and information 11bout
the grants are obtainable at the
Inte1·national Services Center.
He noted that this year marks
the 20th anniversat'Y of the legislation that created this exchange
program. Since 1946 about 15,000
grants have been awarded American graduate students for study
in countries throughout the
world.

VAN HEVSEN

You'll look great-feel great too, . ·
in Van Heusen's traditional shirt collection.
Maybe you should know their secret:
it has to do with that v.taper fit.
Improves any build-even a good one. ·
And don't overlook .the softest collar roll going,
orthe snappiest snap.tab.
••41 7•• shirts are made in broadcloth -or oxford
,, in whites. stripes, ~solids and endless patterns.
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the influential line of men's
1oiletries. You'll go for
its brisk,· cleart scent and
rugged overtones!

VAN HEUSEN11
)'DUh&llr

by d•tllll

inform:~tion.

Dean of Students Harold Lavender, when contacted Tuesday
night, said, "We are complying
with students' requests to send
the information to their boards.''
Subject Hasn't Arisen
He added that the subject of
refusing to furnish information to
local draft boards "hasn't arisen
in any administrative councils at
UNM.''
At Antioch, Philosophy Professor George Geiger charged that
the real reason for the policy
change (refusal to divulge students' grade standings) was
political. • He warned that the
change would make Antioch "even
more monolithic," driving off students of a more conservative bent.

Dames Club to Hold
AFall Fashion Show
The Kappa chapter of UNM's
Dames club is having its annual
fall tea Saturday, Oct. 8, from 24:30 p.m. The tea will be held at
the Albuquerque Federal Savings
and Loan Building at the corner
of Menaul and Wyoming,

reports from the Elections Committee, the Steering Committee,
and the Finance Committee.
A report on the Model Organization of American States will be
·presented, and Administrative
Legislative Assistant Rick Bolton
will repo1•t.
Other business to be discussed
includes a proposed $225 workstudy grant for the NSA coordinator for a nine month period,
and a $440 allocation to send the
pep band on the game train to El
Paso this weekend.

Best Service
Best Products
Try Us-·
'Since 1947'

LAS LOMAS
SERVICE STATION

a

-

Lomas at
Monte> Vista NE
255-1851

1. A Modern 4-Cycle
Engine
2. Oil Tight, Clean
Running
3. Quiet
4. Light and Handy

SIMONSON CYCLE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

315 San Pedro, N.E.

Ph. 268-4508

Now! The

Mr. Walt Lewis, safety coordinator for UNM, has issued a
statement concerning the tremendous increase in motorcycle
deaths that are occurring in the
country.
"I hope that all students are
cognizant of the inherent dangers
of owning and riding a cycle," he
said, "and of the tremendous increase in rider deaths that have
occurred.'•
There Were 731 deaths reported in 1960, and 1580 in 1965.
These deaths and 11,000 injuries,
could have been prevented if the
operators had been wearing protective clothing and helments at
all times, Lewis said.
The National Safety Council
states that in the last two years,
deaths have increased faster than
the number of motorcycles. The
largest difference between the
yearly percentage changes occurred in 1965 when deaths increased 41 pl!rcent, while motorcycles
increased only 31 percent,

Opening Concert
Set By Ensemble

~Ap~

necessary for the health, safety,
and interest of the nation,"
Reeve said.
He went on to note that the
above was the only law authorizing deferments for college students. Each student is considered
as an individual, and all information pertinent to his case is considered, Reeve added.
Would Be a Detriment
The absence of a student's
grade standing wouldn't automatically cost him his deferment,
but it would be to his detriment
in comparison with other students
whose standings were available,
Reeve said. He added that a student's standing was only advisory

The Union's discontinuation of
its free coffee r~;fill i'Olicy will
be one item on Student Senate's
agenda at tonight's meeting at
7 p.m. in the Union.
Senate will also consider establishing an ad hoc committee
to investigate student labor conditions and possibly recommend
legislation.
A study committee on communications will be discussed.
This committee, if appointed,
would consist of the Radio Board
Senator, the Publications Board
Senatot•, and two other Senato1•s.
Under reports, Senate will hear
committee appointment recommendations
from
Associated
Students President Dan Dennison,

The Albuquerque Wind Ensemble with its membership of 39
Albuquerque musicians will open
its fourth season at 8 tJ.m. this
Thursday in the ballroom of the
Union,
A program selected :for varied
musical tastes will be conducted
by William E. Uhoads, profe!lsol'
of music nt the University.
There is no charge for the pragrnnt.

Just in time fol' back-to-carnpus. Your Honda dealm· is having his Pall Sales
Spectacular. You'll find the kind of low down payments you've always looked
for. The tetms are so easy you'll barely notice them. Drop by your Honda
dealer's today. Learn why some people have all the fun.
Fl'ee Bl·ochurtl: W1·it.e Anterkan Honda Motor Co., I lie., Dt•Jmt·lntt'llt C-7, Box 50, Gm·rl('na, Ca!Hot•nin •·19GG AHJ\I
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MEET THE LOBOS

Smith Sparks Line
lf by chance anyone does not
know who the young man ill the
picture is allow me to introd11ce
Paul Smith. Paul is of course
the big middle guard who leads
the Lobo defensive line. Smith
has been mentioned as a possible
All"American by a number of national magazines and has met the
challenge head on.
·
The big (6-4, 235) Roswell,
New Mexico native came to UNM
as a freshman in 1964 having
played high school ball at ''Roswell High. Paul was an All-State
tackle for the Co;s>otes and was in
a class by himself. In a 1963
game against eventual state
champs, Highland High of Albuquerque, Smith played the first
half of the game in the Highland
backfield. The Hornet's quarterback was thrown for over seventy
yards in losses while attempting
to pass. Paul Smith had done all
the damage, In the second half
he was double teamed, but still
managed to stop the H.H.S.
ground atack.
Basketball Champ Too
While at Roswell Smith played
on both of the Coyotes' state
rbampion basketball teams and
was also an outstanding weight

man and occasional high jumper
on the tt·ack team,
Smith has already been a record
setter at UNM. He was the first
sophomore to ever receive the
school's awat·d for lineman of the
year, Paul was a natural for the
choice in 1965 after winning· such
honors as Western Athletic Conference lineman of the week following his performance against
Arizona, All-W.A.C. first team
picked by the United Press International, and the same Fir11t team
berth on the coaches All-W.A.C,
team.
Off to Past Start
In the fil·st two games of this

season Paul has ah·eady blocked
two kicks, ca11sed three fumbles,
recovered one fumble, blocked two
passes, and been in on numerous
tackles.
In the poor year of 1965 Paul
drew the praise of most of the
opponents' coaches. "He's as
tough as they come. He doesn't
give you any running room," said
Mike Lude of Colorado State University. This yeat• the comments
from the opposing coaches are
the same. Doug Weaver of Kan"Smith is the reason you don't
run against New Mexico. He is
amazing."

about where
to buy your

SWINGLINE
associated
students bookstore
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PttZZ~MENTs
[1] Divide30 by~
and add 10.
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Paul Smith, All-American candidate
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to a
bulletin boarcL
How old is the
owner of
this TOT Stapler?

This is the

S-wingline
Tot Stapler

first outing and then were whipped by Nebt•aska last Saturday.
UCLA who was picked first in
the poll won its two first games
by big margins and are currently
rated second on the two wire service polls. Michigan State ranks
thh•d in the Street & Smith ratings, but they are at the head of
the wire service listings.
New Mexico has upset the
Street and Smith in both of its
two outings. The Lobos were
picked to win only against Arizona by the magazine.

(includin~:

1000 st.ples)
size CUB Deolc
Stapler Ollfy $1.49

Larg~t

Ho bluer than • pack of g,;m-bilt paekti

the punch o£ a big deal! Refill• avaUable
ewrywbere. Vnconditionally cuar.onteed.
:Mii!fe ill U.S.A. G~t it at UI:V IUitioaot)l
'll'anety, bock s~e~rel
'

Tcdking Tricycles
Soza.-Mickoy Mouse-t>onold Puck

Tires & Thorn Resistant tubes
2M6 ln. $3.00 eo.
27 111. Guntwc:rlls $3.50

Clement Tubut~tt now available

Symphony WjlJP2{1·, en Concert Hall

Two appearances this Saturday and Sunday in Albuquerque
will climax a trh1mphal three and
one.balf week European tour by
the Utah Symphony Orchestra.
Elll'oute home to Salt Lake
City the 26.yem·-old symphony
under the baton .of Maurice Abravanel will inaugurate UNM's
$2.5 million concert hall.
Students Get 2 for 1
UNM students are being given
a special deal for the opening of
the concert hall with the pl·esentation of a University ID card,
two people can get in for the price
of one. This goes fo~· the $1 to
$3 tickets.
The first all-orchestra concert
at 8 ·p.m. featuring the traditional
works of Bl•ahms and Beethoven
w.ill be followed Sunday at 4 p.m.
by a p1•ogram of contempo1•ary
works.
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William J. Martin, director of
the ~,094.-seat air conditioned hall,
said the Albuquerque performances of the Utah grllup will
complete a total of 15 concerts.
The first concert of the Utah
Symphony marking its New
York debut Sept. 9 served as the
opening of the Carnegie Hall season fOl' 1966.
Winthrop
Sergeant
Critic
wrote in the New Yorker~ "The
program was one to daunt any but
the most accomplished of orchestras, and owing to Mr. Abravanel's mastery of his craft, it
was performed with considerable
bt•illiance and subtlety.''
Group Cpmmended
Sergeant noted that the orchestra's "personality is responsive,
accurate, and wonderfully disciplined."
The Utah Symphony's tour in

Europe w};~art of the au1tn¥fi1/
exchange p~ of the ~~,eil
States and was-.~ai·~VY·h~arteed
throtlgh a $50,000 grant from
the U.S. Dept. of State.
For Greek~born Maestro Abra~
vanel the tour returned him to
the scene of many of his earliel'
cc!Jducting assignments includ~
ing :Berlin where he had conducted the Bedin Philharmonic and
the Berlin State Opera. His mu~
sicians received a standing ovation in Vienna's glittering Musik-Verein Hall where he previously conducted the Vienna State
Opera Orchestra. Three of the
five concerts sched11led in Greece
as part of the famed Athens Festival were in Atheps. Two others
were performed in Saloniko, his
birthplace.
Latest mechanical and technical innovations are included in

Hy BOB STORli:Y
The· final vlans for Hmnecom·
ing were reported to Student
Senate last night during its regular meeting. Homecoming Committee Chairman Jerry Roelll re·
ported that the controversy over
the changes in the qucen's election have finally been resolved.
I<

lished in the LOI30 yesterday
was incorrect. He said that con·
tl'ary to the report students will
be allowed to remain in the
screening committee which will
select the candidates from the
girls who apply~
Vote 100<;tHe said that the Rally Committee bad voted unanimously to
retain students on the committee and that this was done becttuse it was felt that the girls
who wete chosen candidates
should be active and truly representative of the st11dents.
By selecting judges fl'om the

campus this idea of reprcsenta- and meet expenses.
tivestives would be retained
Appointments Approved
rather than complete strangers
In other business before Senpicking the girls, Roehl com- ate seven Presidential appointmented.
ments were approved. These
"Although beauty will be used were 'rom Griffin, Chairman of
as a criterion for selecting can- Union Board; Ron Hamilton,
didates, the judges will be pre- Chairman of Student Affairs
sented with a list of activities 1Committee; Oystein Uilleskare,
and instructed that they may Dottie Boatman, Stephenie Rignl!!o use them as a basis for sc- don. and Bruce Greg to Pub1i·
lection if they wish,'' Roehl said.
Choose 20 Girls

The screening committee will
choose 20 girls from the original
applicants and the students will
vote for the top 10, selecting a
queen, two attendants and a court
of seven, Roehl told the group.
Need !\lore Money
A bill to give Homecoming
Committee an extra $4,000 ior
the purposes of getting enterta{nment was introduced. The
action was taken after Roehl
told Senate that in order to get
top cntcd.•tinment at this late
date it would take more money,

.,..t;ons B<>ard. Linna Joseph

come to

A BC PARKVIEWS
CHAINWHEEL
6105 A~d1rson SE
256-9190

In Latin Universities
(Ed. note: The following story is
the third and last of a series of
stories dealing with UNM student
Luis Calvillo-Capri's two·and-ahalf month trip to seven Latin
American ~ountries this summer.
In this last article, Calvillo discusses the role of the political stu·

Time is running short to purchase tickets for the special train
1m·~ to El Paso for the Lobos-Texas
Western game. As of '7:30 p.m.
last night, the ticket booth in the
~ ~~ .... ): .'
~''It~ Union had sold 450 tickets.
I
·~y ~. ·:~. ;~:(....
There has to be at least 650
!ea.. d
tickets
sold before the train can
. '
'l-'
~:~;·_ ..,,__ ,. ,._ 1
' leave. When contacted, the ticket
,_:. ,,__!'
. ..._ ....,. .... '
counter in Johnson gym said they
had plenty of tickets for the
game. Early yesterday, they had
sold 1000 tickets.
Bus Leaves 12:15
The schedule of evel1ts on Saturday begins at 12:15 when the
bus leaves the South of Johnson
gym for the railroad station. The
train leaves Albuquerque at 1
p.m., and arrives in El Paso
around 6 :00 p.m.
·t·
'rhere will be a bus to take the
passengers
from the train to the
•
game. All UNM students will be
ndmitted to the post-game dance
upon presentation i)f their lD
card. The train will leave El Paso
for home at 3:00 a.m. Sunday
morning.
Special Hours
All women students living on
campus, either in the dorms or
in sorority houses, may get spe·
eials :for the night.
Students are reminded that
there will be a dance car provided
:for the trip. Refreshments will
be provided. The purchased train
ticket must not be lost, because
CHAPARRAL I,AUUA LOY is slwwn pointing nut the ticket b9oth in the Union where students,
it is the return fare to 'Albuqueraluuts, arul boosters cnn buy their train titkets. The special train leaves Albuquerque at 1 p.m. on
que.
Sattttday Oct. 1.
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Touring & Ladies
5, 10 & 15 speed

Mens or Lodies

Rules Bring Revolts
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Prof~ssional

$39.95
3 sj)eed i:ngilsh
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also appointed Executive Administrative Assistant.
Senate was informed that the
following appointments will be
Rusty Bauman, Student Affairs;
L«!ren Kuehne, National and International Affairs, Jim Johnson,
Duffy Sasser, Bill Mahon to Radio Board; and Tom Solenberger
to Cultural committee.
In reports heard last night
Senator Patty Holder told the
group that the Elections Committee had chosen December 16
as the date for the general student elections this semester.

ACOUSTICALLY "TERIFFIC" was the comment by consultants
after a symphony orchestra directed by Kurt F.rederick performed
as a test in the new Concert Hall to be inaugurated at 8 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 1 by the Utah Symphony.

Lobos' Game Train Filling Quickly
RELIEVES GAS PAINS*

*Those pains resulting frorn
high pric:e of gasoline
Albuquerque

320 Wyoming Blvd., S.E:-2504 Broadway, S.E.
Bridge & js(eta-Candelaria & Edith

"bounce" the sounds to achieve
the rcquhed acoustics.
Acoustics Emphasized
This same emhasis on acoustics
is reflected throughout the hall:
sandblasted concrete wall slabs,
side grills, acoustical cloth, car·
(Continued on page 5)
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the new Concert Hall, described
Thursday as "terrific'' after
acoustical testing by consultants.
The most noticeable devices
are large hexagonal golden steel
"clouds" hung at various levels
from the ceiling thro11ghout the
hall. Individually adjustable, they

U NM l-lomecoming Plans
Receive Senate Approva I
Roehl said that a l'eport pub-
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and rnany other rnodefs
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

'fhree members of the UNM De·
partment of Modern and Classical
Languages will attend and read
papers at the Rocky Mountain
Modern Language Assn. conference on Oct. 14 and 15 in Salt
Lake City,
Prof. Ned Davison, Spanish;
Prof. Robert Jespersen, German;
and Dr. Jack Kolbert, French,
will read papers to their respective sections.
Four other professors will attend the conference. Heading the
delegation will be Dr. Raymond
1\facCurdy, depa1·tment chairman.
Other incl11dc Dr. Robert Duncan,
Prof. Robert Holzapfel, and Prof.
Tamara Holzapfel.

BICYCLES
GITANE
LEGANANO
CAEANAVE

I

Language Meetings
To Feature U. Staff

Street and Smith Football Guide
Goofs When It Comes to Lobos
The now infamous Street and
Smith college football guide who
picked the Lobos to win only one
game is doing a little better on
the national level.
The magazine picked these
teams to be in the top ten: UCLA,
Alabama, Michigan State, Arkansas, Nebraska, Notre .Dame, Utah
State ( ?) , George Tech, Purd11e,
and Miami. All of the above mentioned teams with the exception of
Purdue and Utah State are undefeated at this time. Of course, the
Utags lost to the Lobos in their

I
II

November 11:!-·
Denver-away.
November 19·~·; ·
Colorado University-a.way,
November '20Colorado College-away.

team will face this year.
This yea1·'s schedule is:
October 9Colle[\'e of Santa Fc-home.
October 16New Mexico Mines-away (A
and B teams).
Oetober ~3St. Johns~-away.
October 30New Mexico State-away.
November 6New Me:xicu State-home.
November 13St. Johns-home.

3C{JJ.V·

~Utah

EDITOR JEFF DENNARD

BETTER NATIONALLY

(2] You have a TOT
Stapler that
staples eight
10-page reports
or tacks 31 memos
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By LYNN MILLER.
The UNM Lobo soccer team
followed the lead of the football
team over the weekend as they
started their. season with an 8-1
victory over Colot·ado College of
the Rocky Mountain Soccer
League.
Foreign Students
The New Mexico team, which
is composed almost entirely of
foreign students, was led by
Jamal Pritchard of South Africa
who scored fout· goals in the second half after replacing Ali
Se!ahvarzi of Iran at the centerforward position. One of Pritchard's goals came on a spectacular diving head shot.
Ab1·aha Ghermazion of Ethiopia
and UNM team captain closed the
scoring fo1· the Lobos with another head shot. Ghermazion was
the outstanding player on the
field as he continually fed his
teammates passes to set up scores
' and b1·oke up the Colorado offense
many times.
"·
Lobos Good
The Lobos' next game is scheduled for Oct. 9, at the UNM
soccer field across from the base·
ball field. 'l'he match will be held
at 2 p.m. and the action will be
against the College of Santa Fe.
''I think the team will do well",
team coach Frank Papcsy said
Tuesday afternoon. He said he
thought that Denver will he the

There's no
puzzlement

.

• '-.

dent at religious universities in
Nicaragua.)
By JOANN BAILEY
On July 23, 1966, UNM student Luis CalvUlo-Capri was in
Managua, Nicaragua, when approximately 15 students at the
Univel'sidad
Centro-America
(UCA), the country's Catholic
university, demonstrated.
The demonstration was in memory of the death of seven University of Leon students who in 1959,
Calvillo said, had demanded "students' rights" and had protested
certain social ills, only to "11e
gnnned-down by
government
troops.
Violated Principle
The odd part about the 1966
demonstration, he explained, was
that UCA had been established in
1959 on a principle of "no politics/' The demonstration clearly
violated this.
The death of the seven Leon
students had produced, in the
years following 1959, commemorative marches at all the Nicaraguan universities and high schools
except UCA. At least this was the
case u11til this past summer, Calvillo said, when Casemiro Sotelo
led the demonstration at UCA.
Permission Denied
Permission to hold the march
was requested of the Universit;y~s
priests but denied said Calvillo .
'!'he students then took the Nica·
raguan flag, marched into Mana•
gun, and demonstrated anyway.
The gathering soon turned vio•
lently anti-American, he reported.
As a result of the· students'
actions, Sotelo and six others
were expelled said Calvillo. The
six were later rei11stated-not
until Sotelo was rei11stated, said
Calvillo.
Strike Is Called
In light of this the rulifig body
o:l' the studefit government, the
Centro Universitario, called a
strike on behalf of Sotelo, stipu•
lating that it would not end until
(Conti11ued on page 6)

